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With insurance markets hardening, premium rates increasing, and terms and conditions of cover tightening it becomes 
increasingly important for major buyers to look at other options for effective and efficient risk financing.  Captive insurance 

is one of the most widely used methods of delivering self-insurance as part of corporate risk financing programmes. 

The advantages of captives are well known and include: 

Effective financing and 
governance of retentions 

within commercial insurance 
programmes and other 

retained risk 

Optimisation of the use of 
commercial insurance and risk 
retention in terms of coverage 

and control of cost 

The governance of risks 
retained where commercial 

cover is inadequate 

Cashflow 
enhancement

Improved understanding 
and governance of group 
risk and risk management 

Accessing the reinsurance 
market directly 

These benefits will help buyers mitigate the impact of current insurance market conditions but will also provide a flexible 
platform for improved risk management strategy based on better risk governance, more efficient financing, and greater 

visibility and control of the overall costs of risk across the business. 
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why captives?



A captive insurance company, in its purest form, is a company set up 
by its owner(s) primarily to insure the risks of its parent and/or that 
parent’s subsidiaries.

A captive insurance company confers to its parent benefits which are 
both financial (the insured(s) receive any underwriting profits earned 
by the captive) and non-financial. See overleaf for more information 
on the benefits of a captive.

A captive insurance company in Guernsey is a bona fide insurer 
which is regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission. 
Most captives are managed by a regulated professional insurance 
manager who will provide all services required to operate an insurance 
company, including: underwriting, accounting, regulatory compliance, 
corporate governance and company secretarial services. The manager 
is overseen by a board comprising group representatives and local 
non-executive directors. The board will typically meet between 2 and 6 
times a year depending upon the needs of the company.

Guernsey offers proven expertise in captive servicing alongside a 
sensible and capital-efficient regulatory environment. 

Getting the most out of your captive requires the active engagement of 
the group risk management function and your broker.

A company involved in heavy industry was faced with a 
significant increase in their Property All Risks deductible 
when their incumbent lead insurer took the decision to 
cease insuring risks in their industry. 

No other commercial insurer was prepared to write this 
particular risk below an aggregate attachment point of 
USD 50m, in addition to the already substantial ‘any one 
loss deductibles that were in force.

Following consultation with their brokers and prospective 
captive insurance manager, as well as extensive actuarial 
modelling of the risk, the decision was made to set-up a 
captive insurance subsidiary to write a USD 50m primary 
layer excess of the existing deductible structure.

The client company is based outside the EU and Guernsey 
was chosen due to:

Operating 
profits

Insurance premiums

Insurance coverage

Underwriting 
profits

Owners

Operating 
Business(es)

Captive insurance
company

Our proven 
track record

The capital efficiency 
available under the 

Guernsey regulatory 
environment, and;

The established 
expertise in Guernsey

Our proximity 
to the London 

Insurance Market
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HOw a captive works
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operating a captive

CASE STUDY 1: CAPTIVE FORMATION



Guernsey’s captive insurance industry dates back to 1922 
when the first captive was formed here.  However, in the 
modern era our captive industry was established in the 
1970’s and matured in the 1980’s and ‘90’s with the 
introduction of local regulations in 1987 and the 
progressive growth and up-skilling of our insurance 
community and increased economic substance of our 
insurance environment in response to client demands 
and the expectations of regulators and tax authorities 
around the world.  Our business environment today is 
endorsed around the world for its effective regulation 
and non-harmful tax regime. 

Guernsey is now home to nearly 700 international 
cro-insurance entities including companies and cells 
(both unincorporated and incorporated). Over the 
years the industry has evolved and innovated and now 
includes insurance linked securities, reinsurance companies, 
specialist insurance lines, pensions de-risking structures, 
and managing general agents alongside our core captive 
insurance business. 

However, Guernsey remains the world’s leading centre 
for non-US and international captive insurance companies, 
and the centre both closest too and most aligned with the 
centre of the world’s insurance markets in the City of London. 
Captives in Guernsey underwrite all major and most non-
conventional lines of business on national, regional and 
global bases for clients in every part of the world,  
both first party and customer risks. 

Guernsey offers a purpose designed captive regulatory 
regime in line with IAIS global standards but outside the 
substantial capital requirements of the EU Solvency II regime. 
Regulation is both practical and flexible and the regulator 
is open and approachable. It is, therefore, in nearly all 
circumstances, more capital efficient, cheaper and 
more effective than EU captive domiciles. 

Guernsey is outside the EU and captives based here 
will be largely unaffected by the Brexit outcome. 

Moneyval on AML

INTERNATIONAL 
ENDORSEMENTS

IAIS on regulation

EU tax white list
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why guernsey?



FIRST CAPTIVE 
First captive formed in Guernsey

modern era
The modern era of the captive 
industry is established 

1000 entities 
Guernsey home to 1000 
international insurance entities

regulations
Local regulations are introduced 

uneffected by BREXIT
Guernsey will continue to 
be uneffected by Brexit

1922

the history of the guernsey captive industry

1970

TODAY

1987

The 
FUTURE
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Renewal proposal
● Combined Motor TP/EL/PL Policy

● RTA and EL Certificate issued by Insurer 
Non ranking excess of £15k each and every claim

● Catastrophic claims over £100k e.e.l. 

● £500 of aggregate claim excess

Captive
Fills in the 
‘difference’ 

between £15k 
and £100k.
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Motor, EL and PL are currently bought 
separately with different non-ranking 
excesses. All three insurance classes 
are suffering from market rate rises.

Assumptions

1 2 3

CASE STUDY 2: USING a captive to underwrite cross class liability risks of the parent

CASE STUDiES

90% of claims 
are under £15k.

Once every 5 years a large claim 
over £100k occurs. Every 2 years 
a claim of over £15k but under 
£100k occurs.

Insurer Insured

Policy
of £85k e.e.I 
capped at £500k 
in aggregate

Letter of credit 
for £500k to securitise 

claim payments on TPM 
& EL compulsory risks



Insurer pays all claims
Regardless of whether captive pays claims 
within its £85k layer of risk. 

Insurance premiums are lower
Insurance premiums to market are 
significantly lower as they only cover 
catastrophic claims, happening once 
every 5 years. 

Substantial profit
Depending on frequency and severity of 
claims in the captive’s layer (£85k XS £15k), 
substantial profit may be made.

 The key to maximising the 
 impact of the captive is the 
 first class risk management
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Problem: Hardening in the Maritime insurance market 
following extensive losses has resulted in the London 
market withdrawing much support to primary auto 
accounts and imposing blanket exclusion for vehicles. The 
Non-Marine insurance market has also hardened following 
concerns about flood and hail risk for storage leading to 
withdrawal of cover or vastly inferior terms. 

Solution: The Guernsey based captive management 
team, liaising with appointed Brokers, negotiated from the 
limited options available to ensure that cover continued 
in the most effective manner. A detailed presentation, 
including options available re captive capital restructuring. 
Having a captive already in place provided great 
assistance during the continuing Marine Cargo, Inland 
Transit and Storage market turbulence to enable cover 
being placed in full without a significant increase in 
exposure at group level.

The Captive was formed in 2000 with Initial capitalisation 
of GBP 1,250,000, to underwrite business in Employer’s 
Liability, Motor, Construction All Risks, Professional 
Indemnity, Latent Defects and Contingent Liability/
Financial Loss. 

Captive pricing has on average been 24% cheaper than 
the commercial market benchmark received each year 
which equates to roughly GBP 35m in premium savings 
over 19 yeas+ GBP 2.5m in IPT

Captive has retained GBP 23.6m of net underwriting profit

Captive has captured GBP 6.8m of external investment 
income and reduced group external borrowing costs by 
roughly the same over the 19 years. 

CASE STUDY 3: increased use of 
an existing captive

CASE STUDY 4: 
BENEFITS OF USING A CAPTIVE

CASE STUDY 2: THE OUTCOME
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KEY MESSAGES

Practical 
flexible 
regulation

Wealth of 
experience

High quality infrastructure of professional service 
providers including insurance managers, actuaries, 

lawyers and experienced NEDs

Outside of 
solvency 11

Risk based solvency approach 
outside of Solvency 11 and adhering 

to international standards
Proximity of 
London Markets
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Generally this will start with a discussion with your broker about how a captive could
assist you in managing your programme, developing your risk management strategy,
mitigating the effects of the hardening market, and stabilising costs.

Having established the potential of a captive, a feasibility study is usually prepared,
either by your broker, an independent consultant or your prospective insurance
manager, analysing how the captive could participate in group insurance, the
specific costs and benefits, and the group resources (capital) required. The study
will also discuss where the captive should be located, what legal structure it should
employ, the process of licensing and establishment, and on-going operational and
governance demands.

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 2

Following appropriate group governance process and a decision to proceed,
a local insurance manager will be selected and appointed in Guernsey. They will
work with you and your broker to develop from the feasibility study a specific
business plan for the captive and compile the licence application.

The manager will also assist in the formation of the company and the recruitment
of non-executive directors for the board. The Guernsey captive sector genuinely
aims to understand the client’s business and their specific needs.

Finally, once the licence has been issued, the company must be capitalised
and can then commence underwriting.

What do i do?

forming a captive In Guernsey the formation process for a captive will take 4 to 6 weeks. 
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an award-winning captive domicile

SHOWCASE

As Europe’s leading centre 
for captive insurance, we are 
delighted that Guernsey continues 
to be recognised further afield.

This is a global category, so this is a real testament to 
Guernsey as the best captive domicile in the world. 
Nowhere matches Guernsey’s unique combination of 
expertise, experience, market proximity, and regulatory 
environment as a home for your captive.

Dominic Wheatley 
CEO – Guernsey Finance
April 2019   

Dominic Wheatley 
CEO – Guernsey Finance
April 2019   

2016
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Europe’s leading captive domicile 

37% of captives in Europe are Guernsey 
domiciled (Captive Review - 31/12/18)

CAPTIVE STATISTICS

Find a practitioner today!
To find an insurance provider in Guernsey, visit the 

business directory at weareguernsey.com

5% of the global market

Guernsey domiciled captives make up 5% of 
the global market (Captive Review - 31/12/18)

644 international insurance managers

There were 644 licensed international 
insurance managers domiciled in Guernsey 
as at 31/12/18 (GFSC)

40% of the UK FTSE 100

Almost 40% of the UK FTSE 100 have 
Guernsey domiciled captives



weareguernsey.com

+44(0) 1481 720 071 info@weareguernsey.com

Guernsey Finance, PO Box 655, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3PN

Please recycle me
70% of the wood used in creating this brochure 

is recycled material, with the remaining 30% 
from a ‘controlled/sustainable’ wood forest


